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What's New in the Blue Cat 039;s Widening Parametr 039;EQ?

· Blue Cat's Widening Parametr'EQ is designed to be a 7 bands parametric Mid-Side equalizer based
on Blue Cat's Parametr'EQ algorithms, enabling you to widen or narrow the frequencies of your
choice. This special 'widening' version offers two independent equalizers for the mid and side
channels with instant frequency response display. But Blue Cat's Widening Parametr'EQ is much
more than a standard mid/side equalizer, since it lets you choose the position of the virtual center for
the Mid/Side matrix: you can really control where you want the equalization to take place in the stereo
field. You can thus use this parametric mid/side equalizer for many purposes: from simple standard
equalizing anywhere in the stereo field to advanced multi-band stereo widening or narrowing. The
new non linear behavior and the included M/S output brickwall limiter will also let you modify the
dynamics response of this very special plugin. Here are some key features of "Blue Cat s Widening
Parametr EQ": · True WYSIWYG 7 bands parametric equalizer with independent mid/side channels. ·
Filters designed after analog circuits. · The equalizer can be placed with great precision in the stereo
field thanks to the 'center' parameter. · Separate center/sides equalizing for a precise customized
multi band stereo widening/narrowing effects. · Non linear modeling: add some warmth or analog
distortion to each EQ stage. · Output brickwall limiter. · Output peak meter. · Oversampling for optimal
sound quality, whatever your sampling rate. · Automatic gain compensation. · No latency. · Real time
display of the frequency response with precise measurement and zooming capabilities. · Window
Opacity Control: make the plugin window transparent. · Smooth Bypass: activate/deactivate the plugin
with absolutely no noise. · Undo/Redo. · Import/Export presets and share them between the directX
and VST versions. Requirements: · For the DirectX version, DirectX 8.0 at least is required. · Any
DirectX or VST compatible host software Limitations: · One single instance of the plug-in per session.
· The effect is bypassed for 4 seconds every 40 seconds. Q: How do you tell which database a
MySQL table is on? Possible Duplicate: Is there any way to get the name of the database from a
given table? I was wondering if there was an SQL query
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System Requirements For Blue Cat 039;s Widening Parametr 039;EQ:

This software has been tested on Windows 7 and 10, and Windows Server 2016 with the use of a PC
with a 1.8 GHz Intel i5 processor, 8 GB of RAM, and an Intel GMA HD integrated graphics card, and
Windows Server with an Intel Xeon E5-1620 v2 (3.5 GHz 8 cores) CPU and an NVIDIA GTX 1070 (8
GB VRAM) graphics card. Other OSes may work as well, but we do not have any way to test them at
this time. The minimum and recommended systems are Windows 7 and 10, and
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